To the OIT Labs Group,

The Information Technology Student Governance Board (ITSGB) is interested in learning about student lab usage. As such, we’d like the following questions answered:

- We saw that the budget for OIT computer labs is around $2,800,000 annually. What is the breakdown of these funds as far as the labs are concerned?
- Can you provide some statistics on current OIT lab usage. For instance:
  - How many unique students use OIT labs on average per day? How many unique students use OIT labs per semester?
  - What’s the average amount of time a given student is logged into an OIT lab machine per session?
  - What’s the total amount of time students were logged into OIT lab machines last semester? (Count two students logged into two machine for an hour each as two hours.)
  - What percentage of OIT lab usage is part of scheduled class time, vs outside-of-class usage?
  - Which labs are the most and least used?
- How has OIT lab usage changed over the last 10 years?
- Which (if any) labs does OIT intend to close in the next year? Does OIT plan to add any new labs in the next year?

We respectfully request your response by April 4th. If it is not possible to adequately provide answers the above question by that date, please provide us with any answers that are available as well as an date for of when answers to the remaining questions will be provided.

Sincerely,
The CU ITSGB
Contact: oit-gg-itsgb@colorado.edu